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☺ Efficient, flexible metabolism
☺ Complex development and
☺ Immune systems
☺ Regeneration & renewal 
 Complex societies
á Advanced technologies
/ Obesity and diabetes
/ Rich microbe ecosystem 
/ Inflammation, Auto-Im.
/ Cancer


















































• Hard limits on system characteristics
• implied by the intersection of component 
and system constraints
• Most interesting when they do not follow 
trivially from the other constraints
• Examples:
– Entropy/2nd law in thermodynamics
– Channel capacity theorems in information 
theory
– Bode integral and related limits in control 
theory
– Undecidability, NP-hardness, etc in 
computational complexity theory
– Robust Yet Fragile?
“Hard Limits”
• Emphasis on protocols 
(persistent rules of interaction) 
over modules
(that obey protocols and can change)
• In reverse engineering,
• figure out what rules are being followed
• and how they govern system features or 
behavior
• In forward engineering, 












































• classical dynamics provide exact 
descriptions of a small number of 
balls interacting on a table
Weaver, W. 1948. Science and complexity. American Scientist 36 536-544. Also available electronically from 
http://www.ceptualinstitute.com/genre/weaver/weaver-1947b.htm.

















Systems exhibiting organized complexity:




• advanced technologies (e.g., the Internet)
A deeper notion of complexity
Reductionist science: Reduce the apparent complexity of the 
world directly to an underlying simplicity.
– What is “small” or “large” changes over time
– Weaver’s notion of size is insufficient
• Physics has always epitomized this approach
• Molecular biology has successfully mimicked physics
Weaver’s taxonomy (simplicity – disorganized – organized) 
does not capture key features of network science… 
• How it is currently practiced
• What we need for network centric infrastructures










1. Small vs large descriptions or models of systems
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• Revisiting Weaver’s notion of 
organized complexity
• Completely different theory 



















chaocritical complexity and Organized complexity are 
opposites, but can be viewed in this unified framework
• chaocritical complexity celebrates fragility
• Organized seeks to manage robustness/fragility 
These two views are opposite in many respects




Organized Complexity Chaocritical Complexity
Primitives structured networks random ensembles
Function domain-specific system performance statistical properties of ensemble
Components extremely heterogeneous, diverse largely homogeneous
Architecture protocols, constraints that deconstrain graph topology,  connectivity
Descriptions Complex, multi-scale, scale-rich Simple, self-similar, scale-free
Environment Complex, uncertain, random and/or adversarial Simple, random
Uncertainty Large, in both environment and components Minimal, in components or environment
Assembly evolution, design, architecture random growth, “self-organization”
Tuning High, via constraints, protocols, interfaces Minimal, via an order parameter
Simulation Inconclusive (counterexamples, not proofs) Usually conclusive
“Not Random” far from random, highly organized, structured random but skewed, clustered
Proofs Essential, emphasis on rigor Secondary
Robust To common perturbations, targeted attacks random rewiring
Fragile To random rewiring, rare or novel perturbations initial conditions, attack, perturbations
RYF Primary, due to designed/evolved tradeoffs secondary
mainstream network science
For decades, we tacitly assumed that the components of such complex systems as the cell, the
society, or the Internet are randomly wired together. In the past decade, an avalanche of research
has shown that many real networks, independent of their age, function, and scope, converge to
similar architectures, a universality that allowed researchers from different disciplines to embrace
network theory as a common paradigm. The decade-old discovery of scale-free networks was one of
those events that had helped catalyze the emergence of network science, a new research field with
its distinct set of challenges and accomplishments.
24 JULY 2009 VOL 325 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org
• Notices of the AMS
May 2009
• See Also:
The “Robust Yet 
Fragile” Internet,
PNAS 2005.
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Irreducible Complexity
Biology: We might accumulate more complete parts 
lists but never “understand” how it all works.
Technology: We might build increasingly complex and 
incomprehensible systems which will eventually fail 
completely yet cryptically.
How to focus on “good” RYF tradeoffs…?
Architecture.
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